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ABSTRACT The objective of the present study was to establish multiethnic, all-age prediction equations

for estimating stature from arm span in males and females.

The arm span/height ratio (ASHR) from 13 947 subjects (40.9% females), aged 5–99 years, from nine

centres (in China, Europe, Ghana, India and Iran) was used to predict ASHR as a function of age using the

lambda, mu and sigma method. Z-scores for forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1), forced vital capacity

(FVC) and FEV1/FVC in 1503 patients were calculated using measured height and height calculated from

arm span and age.

ASHR varied nonlinearly with age, was higher in males than in females and differed significantly between

the nine sites. The data clustered into four groups: Asia, Europe, Ghana and Iran. Average predicted FEV1,

FVC and FEV1/FVC using measured or predicted height did not differ, with standard deviations of 4.6% for

FEV1, 5.0% for FVC and 0.3% for FEV1/FVC. The percentages of disparate findings for a low FEV1, FVC

and FEV1/FVC in patients, calculated using measured or predicted height, were 4.2%, 3.2% and 0.4%,

respectively; for a restrictive pattern, there were 1.0% disparate findings.

Group- and sex-specific equations for estimating height from arm span and age to derive predicted values

for spirometry are clinically useful.
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Introduction
Standing height is an indispensable variable when assessing pulmonary function, nutritional status, growth

in childhood, and body surface area for drug usage and renal clearance, and for other purposes. There are

many conditions in which stature cannot be measured accurately, for example paralysis, fractures,

amputation, scoliosis and pain, etc. In such cases, the stature estimated from arm span is generally used to

derive predicted values for pulmonary function. The American Thoracic Society and European Respiratory

Society [1] recommend using regression equations derived by PARKER et al. [2] or calculating height from

the ratio arm span/1.06, but warn that the latter provides a less accurate estimate of height, particularly at

the extremes. The data from PARKER et al. [2] are based on a limited number of observations (149 white

subjects (44% females) and 53 African Americans (55% females)). No relationship with age was observed in

females, even though the effects of shrinkage of the vertebral column with age is more pronounced in

females than in males [3]. They do not cover children and adolescents, and the prediction equations may

not apply to other ethnic groups. In addition, a large number of publications produced disparate findings

[2, 4, 5]. The objective of the present study was to establish all-age equations for predicting stature from

arm span in males and females of different ethnicity.

Materials and methods
Materials
Datasets were obtained from nine centres that had collected data and published findings using methods and

techniques that complied with internationally agreed standards. Standing height was measured using a

stadiometer against the wall on barefooted subjects, with their heels together and the heels, buttocks and

back touching the stadiometer or the measuring device. The subject’s head was positioned in the Frankfort

horizontal plane and the head plate was brought into firm contact with the vertex. Arm span was measured

from the tip of the middle finger on one hand to the tip of the middle finger on the other hand with the

individual standing against the wall with both arms abducted to 90u, the elbows and wrists extended, and

the palms facing directly forward.

Data were available on 13 947 subjects (40.9% females) from nine different centres (table 1). This study is a

retrospective analysis of data that had been de-identified, obviating the need for approval from local ethics

committees.

Methods
Analyses were performed with the lambda (L), mu (M) and sigma (S) method using the GAMLSS package

[15] and the statistical software R (version 3.0.2; R Foundation, www.r-project.org); this allows modelling

of each moment of the distribution. GAMLSS (version 4.2–7) [15] was used to derive the best fitting

function in males and females. The best fit was estimated using untransformed and log-transformed

dependent and explanatory variables, using the Box–Cox–Cole–Green (BCCG) and normal distributions,

and beta-penalised splines of age. The model with the lowest Schwarz Bayesian criterion was selected. Thus,

a parsimonious model with an optimal spline curve was obtained for males and females. The general

formula of the arm span/height ratio (ASHR) equation or the calculation of height from arm span was:

ASHR 5 a + b?A + age spline + c?group

Height 5 a + b?arm span + c?A + age spline + d?group

where A is age and group is a dummy variable either for one of the nine centres or groups created by

combining centres. Other models included arm span as a function of age and site, as well as height as a

function of age.

Normal Q–Q plots, worm plots [16], the distribution of residuals as a function of age and predicted value,

and density plots of residuals were used to judge the goodness of fit. Models were accepted if the normalised

residuals fitted a normal distribution up to z-scores of +3 and -3 at the tails. In addition, fitted curves were

displayed as a function of age, which allowed judging agreement in the level and shape of the fitted curves.

Prior to collation, each dataset was tested for transcript errors and outliers; records with z-scores , -4 or .4

were removed, as the analysis is sensitive to outliers.

Predicted height was calculated from measured arm span and age. As the FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC ratio

are power functions of stature, errors in the predicted values for these indices, arising from the difference

between actual and predicted height, can be calculated as:

100?(1 - exp(k?(log(height/predicted height))))

where k is the appropriate exponent. As the Global Lung Function Initiative (GLI) 2012 equations cover all

ages, we adopted the coefficients k (table 2) from that study [17].
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We estimated errors arising in the predicted FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC using predicted height (calculated

both from predicted ASHR/age and from arm span and age) versus measured height. In addition, using data

from patients referred to the hospital clinics for suspected pulmonary disease [8], comprising 1503 patients

aged 20–70 years, we investigated how the use of height predicted from arm span and age affected a

diagnosis of airway obstruction, low FEV1, low FVC or a ‘‘restrictive pattern’’ (FEV1/FVC z-score . -1.645,

FVC z-score , -1.645). Predicted values and z-scores for FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC were derived using

software from the GLI (www.lungfunction.org/tools.html).

Data from Hong Kong (990 females, 806 males; age range 6.8–80.7 years) included the FEV1, FVC and

FEV1/FVC ratio of healthy nonsmokers; these were used to assess whether arm span gave a better prediction

fit to spirometric data than height. The best fit was estimated with the LMS method from:

ln(M) 5ln(age) + ln(height or arm span) + M spline

where M is the lung function index and M spline a P-spline function in age.

Results
53 records (24 males, 29 females) were removed because the data included outliers for the ASHR. Almost

invariably, these were due to transcription errors. The best-fitting models were obtained using the BCCG

distribution and logarithmically transformed variables. A graph of the fit of the model to each of the

datasets is shown in online supplementary figure E-1. In females, the ASHR in a small dataset (n575) from

Serbia did not agree at all with other data from subjects of European ancestry (fig. E-1); these data were

therefore not included in subsequent analyses, so that a total of 0.9% of the data were discarded. The age

distribution of the remaining subjects is shown in figure 1. Normal Q–Q plots and worm plots are displayed

in the online supplementary material (figs E-2 and E-3).

There were no significant differences in the ASHR between data from France, Turkey, Eastern India,

Montenegro and Serbia in males, between France, Turkey and Montenegro in females, or between data from

China and North India (p.0.05). Whereas in females, the ASHR from Eastern India differed significantly

(p,0.05) from females from France, Montenegro and Turkey, numerically, the differences were small.

TABLE 2 FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC ratio as a function of Hk

k

FVC FEV1 FEV1/FVC

Males 2.4135 2.2196 -0.1595
Females 2.2633 2.1211 -0.1078

FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC: forced vital capacity; H: height; k: exponent according to the Global
Lung Function Initiative [17].

TABLE 1 Overview of origin of data, including 128 subjects who were subsequently excluded

Site First author [ref.] Males Females

Subjects Age years Subjects Age years

China IP [6] 1342 6–79 1065 8–80
Eastern India DATTA BANIK [7] 215 9–60 224 9–60
France CAPDEROU [8] 1281 20–79 1088 20–79
Ghana TAYIE [9] 382 20–92 379 20–99
Iran GOLSHAN [10] 1367 5–82 1128 5–77
Montenegro BJELICA [11] 178 18–36 107 18–37
North India AGGARWAL [12] 400 16–83 231 16–72
Serbia POPOVIC [13] 318 18–30 75 17–22
Turkey MAZICIOGLU [14] 2754 6–19 1401 6–14
Total 8239 5–92 5708 5–99

Data are presented as n or range, unless otherwise stated. For exclusion criteria, see the Results section.
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Therefore, we combined centres into four groups: Europe (France, Turkey, Eastern India, Montenegro and

Serbia), Asia (China and North India), Ghana and Iran (fig. 2). The regression equations, and a worked

example of calculating predicted height from arm span and age, are presented in the Appendix.

In girls, the ASHR increases until about age 16 years; in boys, a plateau is reached a decade later (fig. 2).

This, in all likelihood, reflects the higher levels of oestrogens in girls, which stimulate secondary sexual

characteristics as well as epiphyseal fusion [18].

Compared with the European group, predicted values for the ASHR were 0.9% and 1.1% higher in females

and males, respectively, in the Asian group; 3.2% and 2.6% in the Iranian group; and 5.3% and 4.8% in the

Ghanaian group. In females, height predicted from arm span and age differed by a mean¡SD of 0¡2.38%

from measured height, and in males, by 0¡2.34%. Because these errors were identical, they are only shown

for males (fig. 3). The percentage error in height calculated from predicted ASHR/age averaged

0.12¡2.71% in females, and 0.13%¡2.63% in males. The average error in predicting FEV1 and FVC

from height calculated using the relationship between arm span and age was small but the 90% interval was

about ¡10% for FEV1 and FVC (table 3). By contrast, the corresponding error in FEV1/FVC ratio was

trivial (table 3) as the contribution of height to the predicted ratio is small (table 2).

Predicted values for height calculated from arm span and age (see Appendix) were used to calculate

predicted values for FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC for patients. A z-score was then calculated for these indices

using measured and predicted height. Adopting a z-score of -1.645 (corresponding to the fifth percentile) as

the lower cut-off point of the normal reference range allowed tabulating the percentage of observations

classified as being in the normal or ‘‘abnormal’’ range according to the two sets of z-scores. The percentage

of disparate findings for FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC in females and males was 4.2%, 3.2% and 0.4%,

respectively (table E-1). A discordance in a restrictive pattern (FVC below the fifth percentile, FEV1/FVC

above the fifth percentile) occurred in 1% of patients (table 4). Based on measured height, the prevalence

rate of a low FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC in the patient population was 22.4%, 12.9% and 21.9%,

respectively; that of a restrictive pattern (no obstruction but low FVC) was 4.3%.

Judged by the Schwarz Bayesian criterion, Q–Q plots and worm plots, invariably, the model using height

and age to predict FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC in the healthy Chinese population gave a better fit to the data

and a somewhat smaller coefficient of variation than the combination of arm span and age. However,

predicted values for FEV1 and FVC differed maximally by 14 and 20 mL, respectively, and those for FEV1/

FVC were identical for practical purposes.

Discussion
This study confirms previous reports that the ASHR differs between children and adults, and males and

females [4, 8, 14, 19, 20], and is age dependent [4, 7–10, 14, 19, 21, 22] and not the same in different ethnic

groups [2, 4, 19, 23, 24]. By contrast, several studies reported that arm span and height could be

used interchangeably [25], did not differ between sexes [25, 26], and were age independent in adult males

[13, 20, 26–29] and females [2, 26, 28, 30]. These disparate findings can be explained on the basis that the

latter studies usually covered a limited age range, so that age-related changes went undetected. Arm span

grows proportionally more than stature in children until about age 15 years in females and about age
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25 years in males, followed by a plateau in the ASHR until about age 45 years, when the ratio increases

almost linearly with age (fig. 2). The latter phase probably reflects decalcification and compression of the

trunk, as arm length does not decrease during aging [31]. Because osteoporosis is more pronounced in post-

menopausal females than in middle-aged males, as expected, there is a steeper increase in the ratio above the

age of 40 years (fig. 2). Based on the change in predicted ASHR with age, the decline in height between ages

40 and 75 years is 0.82% in males and 1.30% in females. For a male and female of average height (175 and

165 cm, respectively), this accounts for a height loss of 1.4 and 2.1 cm, respectively. This is about half the

decline in height found in a longitudinal study [3] and even less than that found in African American

females [32]. Maybe secular trends in the ASHR play a role in explaining the difference [33]; nonetheless, it

illustrates that cross-sectional findings may not accurately reflect trends within an individual.

The ASHR differs significantly between the four groups. The observed differences grossly agree with

published values. However, CHHABRA [34] reported values for the ASHR for Indians that are quite close to

those for Ghanaians. The average ASHR in adult females is 1.05 in Ghanaian females, African American [19]

and Nigerian females [30], and 1.04 in a study of African American females by PARKER et al. [2]. However,

the average ratio for males in this study (1.07) is higher than in Nigerian (1.03) [30] and African American

men (1.04) [2]. The nature of ethnic differences is obscure. In humans, there is a cephalocaudal gradient of

growth and development, so that the limbs grow proportionally more than other body segments from birth

to about age 7 years [35]. This growth phase is vulnerable to adverse conditions such as poverty, infection

or shortage of nutrients in early childhood, and affects the lower limb bones more than upper limb bones,

particularly in males [33]. Thus, low leg length has been shown to be a marker of such adverse conditions in

early life and accounts for a secular change in standing height as conditions change [36]. It is possible that

poorer growth conditions affect leg development more than arm span and can thus partly explain ethnic
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differences. There is some evidence of this. Lower limb bone secular change has been found to be more

pronounced than upper limb bone change and more pronounced in males than in females [33].

Mean height estimated from the predicted ASHR differed little from measured height, so that on average

pulmonary function will be correctly predicted (table 3). However, errors of up to 10% can occur, and this

will cause some observations to be below the fifth percentile using measured height and above that cut-off

using predicted height, and vice versa. Errors are smaller when deriving height from arm span and age

(table 4), which is therefore the recommended method. Ideally, spirometric indices would be predicted

from arm span; in daily practice, however, available prediction equations only use height as the explanatory

variable. Surprisingly, in the patient population in whom spirometric data as well as measurements of arm

span were available, the percentage misdiagnosis of airway obstruction and of an abnormally low FEV1, FVC

or FEV1/FVC ratio was low, varying between 0.4% and 4.2% (table 4). As a clinical diagnosis not only

hinges on pulmonary function test results but is also the result of a process in which all clinical information

is weighed, this small disagreement is clinically acceptable.

The present prediction equations should not be applied indiscriminately, as they have been derived from

healthy individuals. Often, scoliosis, neuromuscular disease or other illnesses may have been present from

early childhood and are likely to have affected the normal growth pattern. In addition, in adults, using

previously recorded height circumvents introducing important inaccuracies [8].

The strength of this study is that it is based on a large number of data from various parts of the world,

covering childhood to old age and various ethnic groups. In addition, with one exception [14], previous

publications used linear regression techniques that, unlike the technique applied in this study, neither

properly capture the changing relationship of the ASHR with age nor the age-dependent variability.

Weaknesses are that the number of ethnic groups studied is limited, and that for three groups (Asia, Ghana

and Iran), additional data from different centres would have made our findings less ad hoc and more robust.

Even so, although there may be significant error in predicted values for FEV1 and FVC, inaccurate estimates

of height lead to a very limited proportion of patients being misclassified as having airway obstruction or a

restrictive spirometric pattern.

TABLE 3 Mean percentage difference (90% interval) between spirometric indices predicted
from measured height, and from height predicted from arm span and age (model 1), or from
predicted arm span/height ratio and age (model 2)

Males Females

Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2

FEV1 0 (-8.1–8.8) 0 (-8.9–9.7) 0 (-7.8–8.4) 0 (-8.8–9.6)
FVC 0 (-8.8–9.6) 0 (-9.6–10.6) 0 (-8.3–9.0) 0 (-9.4–10.3)
FEV1/FVC 0 (-0.4–0.4) 0 (-0.7–0.7) 0 (-0.6–0.6) 0 (-0.5–0.5)

Data relate to 8215 males and 5604 females from nine centres. FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC:
forced vital capacity.

TABLE 4 Difference between spirometric indices predicted from measured height, and from
height predicted from arm span and age

Difference % Concordant %

FEV1 0.0¡4.6 95.8
FVC 0.0¡4.9 96.8
FEV1/FVC 0.0¡0.29 99.6
Restriction 99.0

Data are presented as mean¡SD unless otherwise stated. Concordant findings are those where an index was
below the fifth percentile or in the normal range using both measured and predicted height. Data relate to 1503
French patients aged 20–70 years. FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC: forced vital capacity.
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Conclusion
ASHR changes nonlinearly with age, and differs between males and females, as well as between ethnic

groups. Height estimated from the predicted ASHR may differ by up to 10% from actual stature. Estimating

standing height from arm span and age is to be preferred because it is more accurate and leads to low

percentages of misclassifications in terms of abnormally low FEV1, FVC, FEV1/FVC or restrictive pattern,

rendering this approach clinically useful.

Appendix
The predicted value of height is calculated from the regression equations below. In these equations, age is in

years and A5age/100. M is predicted height in centimetres.

Europe is the default. Asia 5 1 if a subject is from China or North India, otherwise 0; Ghana 5 1 for a

Ghanaian, otherwise 0; and Iran 5 1 for an Iranian, otherwise 0.

Splines for M and S can be presented as lookup tables. However, for computational purposes, it is more

convenient to present them as equations. It is not possible to derive one equation that accurately covers the

full age range; therefore, polynomial equations were derived over limited age ranges, leading to a seamless

transition between age ranges (fig. E-4).

Females
M 5 exp(1.212 + 0.7488?ln(arm span) + 0.0147?ln(age) - 0.0105?Asia - 0.0287?Iran - 0.04?Ghana + M spline)

M spline (5–f17 years) 5 -0.0017 - 1.109?A + 15.05?A2 + 8.745?A3 - 542.3?A4 + 1425?A5

M spline (.17–f39 years) 5 -0.6688 + 12.86?A - 91.88?A2 + 315.7?A3 - 526.9?A4 + 343.2?A5

M spline (.39–95 years) 5 0.2167 - 1.5954?A + 4.8696?A2 - 7.4477?A3 + 5.4667?A4 - 1.5548?A5

S 5 exp(-3.5294 - 0.0669?ln(age) - 0.0997?Ghana + S spline

S spline (f25 years) 5 0.4616 - 7.6776?A + 38.131?A2 - 68.184?A3 + 26.9224?A4

S spline (.25 years) 5 -0.3599 + 2.3070?A - 5.3298?A2 +5.8189?A3 -2.2994?A4 +0.5679?A5

L5 -0.147

Males
M 5 exp(1.2857 + 0.744?ln(arm span) + 0.0045?ln(age) - 0.0141?Asia - 0.0240?Iran - 0.0399?Ghana +

M spline)

M spline (5–f17 years) 5 -0.1158 + 3.593?A - 87.30?A2 + 978.4?A3 - 4651?A4 + 7892?A5

M spline (.17–f40 years) 5 -0.4124 + 6.7204?A - 38.5893?A2 + 99.6309?A3 - 112.9371?A4 + 40.8383?A5

M spline (.40–95 years) 5 0.1164 - 0.8068?A + 2.5114?A2 - 4.1222?A3 + 3.2758?A4 - 0.9919?A5

S 5 exp(-3.9737 + 0.046?ln(age) + 0.0841?Asia - 0.0802?Ghana + S spline)

S spline (5–o25 years) 5 1.501 - 38.27?A + 352.1?A2 - 1423?A3 +2152?A4

S spline (25–95 years) 5 -0.3108 + 3.0419?A - 10.7501?A2 + 17.5929?A3 - 13.5648?A4 + 4.0094?A5

L5 -1.949

Worked example
Height for a 65-year-old Ghanaian female with an arm span of 161 cm is calculated as follows.

M spline (.39–95 years) 5 0.2167 - 1.5954?0.65 + 4.8696?0.652 - 7.4477?0.653 +
5.4667?0.654 - 1.5548?0.655 5 -0.0128

M 5 height 5 exp(1.212 + 0.7488?ln(161) + 0.0147?ln(65) - 0.04 - 0.0128) 5 152.2 cm

S spline 5 -0.3599 + 2.3070?0.65 - 5.3298?0.652 + 5.8189?0.653 - 2.2994?0.654 + 0.5679?0.655 5 0.1413

S 5 exp(-3.5294 - 0.0669?ln(65) - 0.0997 + 0.1413) 5 0.0231

Fifth percentile 5 exp(ln(M) + ln(1 - 1.645?L?S)/L) 5 exp(ln(152.42) + ln(1 - 1.645?(-0.147)?0.0231)/

(-0.147)) 5 146.5 cm

95th percentile 5 exp(ln(152.2) + ln(1 + 1.645?(-0.147)?0.0231)/(-0.147)) 5 158.1 cm

Software for Microsoft Windows for calculating height from arm span can be downloaded from

www.spirxpert.com/download/Install_Armspan.EXE
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